
Freshmen Summer Research Ideas 

 

Name:    

 

All freshmen are required to complete this form electronically and e-mail the completed form to the center director 

about their research topic by August 1. Do NOT make this into a google doc and share with the teacher or copy and paste it 

into an e-mail- e-mail the word document as an attachment to the correct teacher.  Failure to do so will result in a zero on 

this assignment.  This is just a preliminary form where you are trying to formulate a research idea.  Your research idea is an idea 

that YOU will experiment on and do actual research using equipment and the scientific method.  Sign up for a meeting with 

Mrs. Ostrom during the week of Aug. 18 to review your project ideas.  Final approval for a research idea will be given by the 

science investigations teacher in the first month of school.   

 

Directions: 

1. After you have looked over the “Choosing a Biological topic” sheet, pick a topic of interest and research it.   

2. To begin your research, use a search engine (google.com, bing.com, etc.) and narrow the topic down. Look through 

multiple sites and get an idea as to what areas are covered by your topic and what areas interest you.   For example, if 

you have an interest in botany, start by looking up “plant research” and see what scientists are currently looking at.  

From there, you may find that the articles and research on plant hormones interest you- you have just narrowed your 

topic down to plant hormones. 

3. Find background information on this topic.  What is known about this topic?  What terminology is used in the 

information about this topic?  Is there a lot of information out there about this topic?  What else would you like to know 

about this topic that you may be able to research? 

4. Once you have a more specific topic, find out what research is currently being done on the topic on Science News for 

Kids (sceincenewsforkids.org) or Science News (sciencenews.org). If your topic does not generate any hits at the 

Science News websites, try using alternative science research sites (sciencedaily.com, eurekalert.org or any other sites 

that you are familiar with that gives news in science).  If these sites do not work, then you may want to reconsider your 

topic. 

5. Find two of the articles from these science news sites that deal with your topic and save the URL and/or print them out 

(you will need these again in the first month of school in September).  

6. Using the articles and background information you have found, think of a possible research idea that deals with your 

topic and fill in the information below. 

7. It is always better to have more ideas and have a choice versus just one idea.  Repeat steps 1-6 with a different topic of 

interest OR the same topic- it is up to you.  Fill in the remaining research ideas so you have a total of 3 research 

proposal ideas.  Hopefully one of them has the potential to be a successful research project for your freshmen year. 

 

Research Idea #1 

 
Topic (highlight the appropriate topic) 

Human Biology     Medicine and Health    Zoology      

Environmental Science    Psychology      Sports Science 

Botany      Other:  

 

What is the focus of your research topic? 
 

 

 

What do you hope your research will show?  
 

 

 

Independent Variable 

Your independent variable:    

 

Levels of your IV (include a control if applicable):    

 

Dependent Variable 
Your dependent variable:   

 

How will you measure the DV? Include your unit of measurement.    



 

Research Idea #2 

 
Topic (highlight the appropriate topic) 

Human Biology     Medicine and Health    Zoology      

Environmental Science    Psychology      Sports Science 

Botany      Other:  

 

What is the focus of your research topic? 
 

 

 

What do you hope your research will show?  
 

 

 

Independent Variable 

Your independent variable:    

 

Levels of your IV (include a control if applicable):    

 

Dependent Variable 
Your dependent variable:   

 

How will you measure the DV? Include your unit of measurement.    

 

 

 

Research Idea #3 

 

Topic (highlight the appropriate topic) 

Human Biology     Medicine and Health    Zoology      

Environmental Science    Psychology      Sports Science 

Botany      Other:  

 

What is the focus of your research topic? 

 

 

 

What do you hope your research will show?  
 

 

 

Independent Variable 

Your independent variable:    

 

Levels of your IV (include a control if applicable):    

 

Dependent Variable 

Your dependent variable:   

 

How will you measure the DV? Include your unit of measurement.    

 

 

 
 


